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Security News of the Day
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/12/world/canada/newfoundland-cyberattack.html
https://www.gov.nl.ca/hcs/information-and-updates-on-cyber-incident/

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/12/world/canada/newfoundland-cyberattack.html
https://www.gov.nl.ca/hcs/information-and-updates-on-cyber-incident/


Case Studies in insider threats for cyber-security
- Ian at iAssemble
- Manning
- Snowden
- MERIT study on insider threat mitigation, funded by U.S. Secret Service



iAssemble Story: Dramatis Personae

http://gangw.cs.illinois.edu/class/cs463/iAssemble-Story.pdf

• Chris

• Caroline

• Ian

• Lance

• James
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http://gangw.cs.illinois.edu/class/cs463/iAssemble-Story.pdf


Discussion Questions on iAssemble

1. Why did Ian attack iAssemble?

2. Why was Ian able to harm iAssemble after firing?

3. What could iAssemble have done to prevent the attack?

4. What should iAssemble do in the future?
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Chelsea Manning (born Bradley Manning)

• US Army intelligence analyst convicted of aiding the 

enemy after releasing in 2010 the largest set of 

classified documents ever leaked to the public. 

– 500,000 army reports (Afghan and Iraq War Logs) and 

250,000 US diplomatic cables

– Saved material on CD and the copied it to his MacBook. 

Sent them to Julian Assange’s Wikileaks via Tor.

– Wikileaks partnered with NYT, The Guardian, and Der 

Spiegel
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“Arab Spring”



US Cable on Wikileaks Concerning Tunisia Sparked 
“Arab Spring”
• According to Transparency International's 

annual survey and Embassy contacts' 

observations, corruption in Tunisia is getting 

worse.  

• Whether it's cash, services, land, property, or 

yes, even your yacht, President Ben Ali's family 

is rumored to covet it and reportedly gets what 

it wants. 

• Beyond the stories of the First Family's shady 

dealings, Tunisians report encountering low-

level corruption as well in interactions with the 

police, customs, and a variety of  government 

ministries.  
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• The economic impact is clear, with 

Tunisian investors -- fearing the long-arm 

of "the Family" -- forgoing new 

investments, keeping domestic investment 

rates low and unemployment high (Refs 

G, H).  

• These persistent rumors of corruption, 

coupled with rising inflation and 

continued unemployment, have helped to 

fuel frustration with the GOT and have 

contributed to recent protests in 

southwestern Tunisia (Ref A).  

• With those at the top believed to be the 

worst offenders, and likely to remain in 

power, there are no checks in the system. 



Edward Snowden

• US computer specialist and National Security Agency 

(NSA) contractor who disclosed top secret NSA documents 

to media.

• Releases began in June 2013. Examples: PRISM and 

XKeyscore.

• Information leaked to The Guardian and The Washington 

Post. As of Nov 2013, The Guardian claimed it has 

published 1% of the information they have.

• Snowden now in asylum in Russia, continues to comment 

on NSA programs, and remains a controversial figure.
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XKeyscore

"You could read anyone’s email in 

the world; anybody you’ve got an 

email address for. Any website: 

You can watch traffic to and from 

it. Any computer that an 

individual sits at: You can watch 

it. Any laptop that you’re tracking: 

you can follow it as it moves from 

place to place throughout the 

world. It’s a one-stop-shop for 

access to the NSA’s information."
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• Snowden

• NSA

“[there is no] unchecked analyst 

access to NSA collection data. Access 

to XKeyscore, as well as all of NSA's 

analytic tools, is limited to only those 

personnel who require access for their 

assigned tasks.“

“[there are] stringent oversight and 

compliance mechanisms built in at 

several levels. One feature is the 

system's ability to limit what an 

analyst can do with a tool, based on 

the source of the collection and each 

analyst's defined responsibilities.”

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jul/31/nsa-top-secret-program-online-data

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jul/31/nsa-top-secret-program-online-data


XKeyscore



Cause for Reflection

• Does the NSA really have the level of control they claim?

– “LOVEINT” 

– CNN report NSA: Some used spying power to snoop on lovers

– Controls on Snowden
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http://www.cnn.com/2013/09/27/politics/nsa-snooping/
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Insider Threat Study

• 2002 study by the CMU Community Emergency Response Team 

(CERT) and the United States Secret Service (USSS) National 

Threat Assessment Center (NTAC)

• Analyzed 150 insider cyber crimes with detailed modeling and 

analysis of 30 of these cases

• Initiated project on Management and Education of the Risk of 

Insider Threat (MERIT)

• Provides system dynamics model of insider IT sabotage problem.

14[Moore07]



Seven Observations

1. Personal predisposition

2. Unmet expectations

3. Stressful events

4. Behavioral precursors

5. Technical precursors

6. Unknown access paths

7. Lack of controls
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1. Personal Predisposition

• Most insiders had personal predispositions that contributed 

to their risk of committing IT sabotage. 

• Personal predisposition: a characteristic historically linked to 

a propensity to exhibit malicious insider behavior. 

• Mental health, social skills, history of rule violations
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2. Unmet Expectations

• Most insiders who committed IT sabotage were disgruntled 

due to unmet expectations. 

• Unmet expectation: An unsatisfied assumption by an 

individual that an organization action or event will (or will 

not) happen, or a condition will (or will not) exist.

• 92% of attacks followed a negative work-related event
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3. Stressful Events

• In most cases stressful events, including organizational 

sanctions, contributed to the likelihood of insider IT 

sabotage. 

• Stressful events: those events that cause concerning 

behaviors in individuals predisposed to malicious acts. 

• 97% experienced one or more stressful events
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4. Behavioral Precursors

• Behavioral precursors were often observable in insider IT 

sabotage cases but ignored by the organization. 

• Behavioral precursor: an individual action, event, or 

condition that involves personal or interpersonal behaviors 

and that precedes and is associated with malicious insider 

activity.

• 97% came to attention concerning behavior before attack
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5. Technical Precursors

• In many cases organizations failed to detect technical precursors. 

• Technical precursor: an individual action, event, or condition that 

involves computer or electronic media and that precedes and is 

associated with malicious insider activity. 

• 87% of employers failed to detect events like sharing passwords 

and system access after termination
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6. Unknown Access Paths

• Insiders created or used access paths unknown to 

management to set up their attack and conceal their identity 

or actions. The majority of insiders attacked after 

termination. 

• Access path: a sequence of one or more access points that 

lead to a critical system. 

• 64% of attacks used remote access.
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7. Lack of Controls

• Lack of physical and electronic access controls facilitated IT 

sabotage. 

• Electronic access controls: the rules and mechanisms that control 

electronic access to information systems 

• Physical access controls: the rules and mechanisms that control 

physical access to premises 

• 93% exploited insufficient controls
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Lack of Controls - Examples

• Coworker's computers unattended while logged in

• Ability to create accounts unknown to organization

• Ability to release code into the production system without checking 

or knowledge of organization, 

• Imbalance between physical and electronic access controls, 

• Insufficient disabling of access at termination
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Business Dynamics

• Method for modeling holistic 

behavior of complex problems as 

they develop over time.

• Elaborated in 2000 book by 

Sterman including a graphical 

notation.

• Includes ways to analyze how 

best efforts to solve a problem 

actually make the problem 

worse.
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• Low-nicotine cigarettes 

result in people smoking 

more cigarettes and taking 

longer, deeper drags to meet 

their nicotine needs.

• Levees and dams produce 

more severe flooding by 

preventing the natural 

dissipation of excess water 

in flood plains.



Business Dynamics Notations

• A solid arrow indicates a positive 

influence - that the value of the 

source and target variables 

moves in the same direction.

• A dashed arrow indicates a 

negative influence - that the 

value of the source and target 

variables moves in the opposite 

direction.
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Arrows Loops

• Balancing loops (labeled B#) 

describe the system aspects that 

oppose change, tending to drive 

organizational variables to some 

goal state. 

• Reinforcing loops (labeled R#) 

describe the system aspects that 

tend to drive variable values 

consistently upward or 

consistently downward. 



Business Dynamics Notation Example
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Model of Problem
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Possible Leverage Points for Addressing the Problem

• Early mitigation through expectation setting

• Handling disgruntlement through positive intervention

• Targeted monitoring

• Eliminating unknown access paths

• Measures upon demotion or termination
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Eliminating Unknown Access Paths
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Model of Mitigating Measures
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Reading (and Viewing)
• [Moore07] The “Big Picture” of Insider IT Sabotage Across U.S. Critical Infrastructure, Andrew 

P. Moore, Dawn M. Cappelli, and Randall F. Trzeciak. In [Stolfo08].

• [Stolfo08] Insider Attack and Cyber Security: Beyond the Hacker, edited by Salvatore Stolfo, 

Steven M. Bellovin, Angelos D. Keromytis, Sara Sinclair, Sean W. Smith and Shlomo Hershkop. 

Springer 2008. 
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Office Space
Mike Judge

1999



Discussion Questions

• Revisit iAssemble: what else might have helped?

• Which is more likely to matter: better handling of employee 

issues or better technical controls?
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